Alabama

Autauga

Prattville

College of Architecture, Design and Construction
Meaghan P Lee

Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Andrew P Klinger

College of Human Sciences
Brittany S Cammack

College of Liberal Arts
Julie L Conway
Sarah M Poteat
Jessica Ramspeck

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Elizabeth A Byrd
Joshua A Coker
Jason A Vargas

Baldwin

Bay Minette

College of Education
Laura R Langham
Eleanor A McDavid

Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Nicholas Durant
Ben C Sherman

Daphne

Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Joshua A Thompson

College of Liberal Arts
Angela Christine Boroden
Stephen T Everett
Karen L Jones
Matthew Robert Leon

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Brittany D Kinsaul
Jessica L Morgan

Fairhope

College of Architecture, Design and Construction
Ashley M Bennett
Roger A Mainor

College of Business
Brandon I Dutton
Lacy Jeanette Williams
College of Education
Lisa A Vogel

Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Mary E Schambeau

College of Human Sciences
Elizabeth J Dixon
Mary Elizabeth Trice

College of Liberal Arts
Alison Marie Christenberry  Ashley M Littleton
Katherine Elisa Gable  Benjamin J Martin-Bean
Christa Ann Kierce  Anna M. McBee
Chelsea E Lami  Jessica Sabo

School of Nursing
Caroline B Gaston
Lindsey L Parrish

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Marjorie A Hannon
Caitlin E Lassiter

Foley
College of Architecture, Design and Construction
Brittany L Smedley

College of Liberal Arts
Ashleigh N Snowden

Gulf Shores
School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
Carl Morgan Lenz

College of Liberal Arts
Anna Frances Lee

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Amber M Stacey

Montrose
College of Liberal Arts
Polly A Payne

Orange Beach
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Zachary Taylor Aldewereld

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Zachary Taylor Aldewereld

Robertsdale
College of Agriculture
Elizabeth Ashley Jones

College of Liberal Arts
Ryan K Brown

Silverhill
School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
Evan A Wheeler
Spanish Fort
  College of Business
    Robert James Shank
  College of Liberal Arts
    Amelia S Spriggs

Stapleton
  College of Liberal Arts
    Joshua C Lawhorn

Summerdale
  College of Liberal Arts
    Mary Elizabeth Hood

**Barbour**

Eufaula
  College of Education
    Amy C White
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Stephen J Dole
  School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
    Caleb Z Garrett
  College of Human Sciences
    Jordana E Hatfield
  College of Liberal Arts
    Claire Carter
    Kathryn M Nix
    Melissa Sylvester
    Kathy Sue Taylor

Louisville
  College of Education
    Whitney H Dykes

**Bibb**

Centreville
  College of Liberal Arts
    Abby Suzanne Hogelin

**Blount**

Hayden
  College of Liberal Arts
    Kristen L Snow

Oneonta
  College of Business
    Russell B Green
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Lindsay J Phillips
Bullock
Union Springs
College of Liberal Arts
    Henry Chandler Combest
    Joan S Hicks
    Caleb C Rotton
College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Joshua M Varner

Butler
Greenville
College of Education
    Brittany B Williams
College of Liberal Arts
    Sylvia H Gibson

Calhoun
Anniston
College of Agriculture
    Christi L Chesnut
College of Education
    Calee L Parks
    Shelby F Pope
College of Liberal Arts
    Lauren E Burney
    Craig Walter Cummings

Jacksonville
College of Agriculture
    Josiah T Roberts
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Rachel Rebekah Angel
College of Liberal Arts
    Jordan L Bass
    Ragan Cole
    Josh R LaFayette
    Griffin Ryan Limerick
College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Katherine W Kirby

Oxford
College of Architecture, Design and Construction
    Graham T Nelson
College of Education
    Emily Catherine Young
College of Liberal Arts
   Micah A Cobb
   Erin Elizabeth Grubbe

Piedmont
School of Nursing
   Joy K Richardson

Weaver
College of Business
   Amanda Kay Harper

Chambers
Lanett
College of Liberal Arts
   Matthew J Foster
   Sherrad C Hayes
   Skinner T McLane

Valley
College of Education
   Amanda Brown

School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
   Benjamin Randall Williams
College of Liberal Arts
   Lejla Merzuk Ovcina
   Aaron Justin Sheperd
   Amanda L Taylor

Cherokee
Cedar Bluff
College of Education
   Paige M Brock
   Brittany Jane Richardson
College of Liberal Arts
   Chase Andrew Evans

Gaylesville
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
   Nathan P Theis
Chilton
Clanton
  College of Business
    Tara Forrester Inman
College of Education
  Ashleigh Karis Anderson
School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
  Sarah L Monson
Jemison
  College of Liberal Arts
    Jeffrey Lincoln Easterling
    Mary Lee Glass
Maplesville
  School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
    Rebecca Ann Bearden

Choctaw
Butler
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Stephen F Snow

Clarke
Grove Hill
  College of Education
    Jessica LaRae Schultz
Jackson
  College of Liberal Arts
    Sarah Grace Stevens
Thomasville
  College of Education
    Tiffany Nicole Phillips
  College of Liberal Arts
    Jordan Shea Craddock
    Tiffany Shanique Jones
Clay
Ashland
College of Liberal Arts
Roy Edmond Acuff
Chloe Nolen Hobdy
Lineville
College of Liberal Arts
Claire E Cleveland
Lauren Angelica Harmon
Daniel Glenn NeSmith
Brooke D Williamson

Cleburne
Ranburne
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Nesha Manelle Hyatt

Coffee
Elba
College of Education
Lyndsay K Lawford
College of Liberal Arts
Mary K Head
Enterprise
College of Business
Amanda L Crawford
Duran Rashad McDew
College of Education
Meghan E Davis
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Hayward N Warren
College of Liberal Arts
Stacy Nicole Clark
Samantha L Hottell
Page M Parker
College of Sciences and Mathematics
Alexandra L Merrill

New Brockton
College of Business
Brandon C Allen
College of Liberal Arts
Sean Martin Blough
Colbert
Muscle Shoals
   Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
       Brent T Goedjen
   College of Liberal Arts
       Caitlin M Burns
       Caleb A Cole
       Kimberly Ann Demetrio
       Joshua Daniel Farneman
Tuscumbia
   College of Liberal Arts
       Christopher L King

Conecuh
Evergreen
   Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
       Thomas Russell Kirkpatrick
   College of Liberal Arts
       Jonathan Todd Jernigan

Coosa
Goodwater
   College of Sciences and Mathematics
       Kayla Ann McCollum
Kellyton
   College of Liberal Arts
       Danielle Nicole Griffith

Weogufka
   School of Nursing
       April L Blocker

Covington
Andalusia
   College of Education
       Sarah A Wilkes
   College of Liberal Arts
       Marianne K Moore
   College of Sciences and Mathematics
       Ryan M Ward

Opp
   College of Liberal Arts
       Lauryn B Jones
**Crenshaw**
Dozier  
College of Liberal Arts  
Mary Nichole Inabinett
Luverne  
College of Sciences and Mathematics  
Lora Michelle Bagents

**Cullman**
Cullman  
College of Business  
Sarah E Hamm  
Meghan Elizabeth Nelson  
College of Liberal Arts  
Chaden Loyd Nelson

**Dale**
Daleville  
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering  
Brian P Sullivan
Midland City  
College of Architecture, Design and Construction  
Timothy Blake Alexander
Newton  
College of Human Sciences  
Olivia E Singleton

**Ozark**
College of Liberal Arts  
Emily Ann Quattlebaum  
College of Sciences and Mathematics  
Jordan Leigh Blankenship

**Pinckard**
College of Sciences and Mathematics  
Zachary Ian Simpson

**Skipperville**
College of Liberal Arts  
Rebecca E Snell
Dallas
Selma
  College of Business
    Samantha K Yeager
  School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
    Dillon Kendrick-Woods Epp
  College of Human Sciences
    Mary E Gilmer
    Sarah P McCurdy
  College of Liberal Arts
    Catherine M Gilmer
    Kendra Janay Jordan
  School of Nursing
    Benjamin David Rich

Tyler
  College of Education
    Megann Gallagher

DeKalb
Collinsville
  College of Education
    Natalie R Lacey

Crossville
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Alan K Dawkins

Fort Payne
  College of Agriculture
    Amy L Patterson
  College of Architecture, Design and Construction
    Brad E Sprayberry
  College of Education
    Emily L Frazer
    Emily B Mills
    Amanda Leann Shankles
  College of Liberal Arts
    Olivia Margaret Suttle
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Morgan Paige Sparks

Fyffe
  College of Education
    Rachel K Martin

Ider
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Terri Nicole Bowen
Elmore
Deatsville
  College of Architecture, Design and Construction
    Benjamin M Bush
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Brock F Armstrong
    Rachel K Edgar
  College of Liberal Arts
    Amanda Katherine Claybrook
    Laura E Edgar
    Reba Gallahair

Eclectic
  College of Education
    Mark Lloyd McGhee
  College of Liberal Arts
    Lesley C Ireland
    Matthew J Richmond

Millbrook
  College of Education
    Kelli Elizabeth Cox
  College of Liberal Arts
    James Leon Plaster
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Elizabeth Louise Gober

Tallassee
  College of Business
    Allen Douglas Powell, Jr
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Richard Harmon Howard
    Jacob Edward Powell
  School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
    Seth Fillingham
  College of Liberal Arts
    Delane N Poague

Wetumpka
  College of Business
    Mary A Barnes
  College of Human Sciences
    Kimberly Ilene McKnight
  College of Liberal Arts
    Christopher B King
    Heather M Rule
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Kristin Ashley Coleman
Escambia
Brewton
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    John Blair McCracken
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Jordan C Parker

Etowah
Attalla
  College of Agriculture
    Tessa L Downey

Gadsden
  College of Agriculture
    Caleb J Palmer
  College of Education
    Adam Stanley Kidd
  College of Liberal Arts
    John S Page
  School of Nursing
    Rachel Lauren Franks
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Christine Theresa Sirna

Hokes Bluff
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Jessica B Hilton

Rainbow City
  College of Liberal Arts
    Mary R McEntyre

Franklin
Russellville
  College of Business
    Alison J Barksdale

Greene
Boligee
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Michael Gerard Gibson
Henry
Abbeville
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Richard L Meadows
    Thomas Jackson Mobley
  College of Liberal Arts
    Lauren E Hayes
    Bethany Jane Kirby
Headland
  College of Liberal Arts
    Jennifer Lynn Sonmor
Shorterville
  College of Liberal Arts
    Hayley Mills Wofford

Houston
Dothan
  College of Agriculture
    Joshua D Martin
  College of Architecture, Design and Construction
    Kendal Mia Unger
  College of Business
    Judson R Brooks
    Haley Elise Clark
  College of Education
    Cynthia Alana Wyatt
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Kimberly E Krietemeyer
  College of Human Sciences
    Allison M Bradford
    Jessica L Unger
  College of Liberal Arts
    Jamie Nicole Ferguson
    Kathryn Martin Hagler
    Erin E Hartsfield
    Tara R Holloway
    William S Morris
    Ashley M Sowell
  School of Nursing
    Kristin B Chitwood
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Meghan Elizabeth Benak
    Hillery Ann Hinson
    Callyn W Tedin
    Claire Bates Wells
Jackson
Bridgeport
  College of Business
    Thomas Kyle Lawson
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Lori Brooke Wilkey
Flat Rock
  College of Liberal Arts
    Darren B May
Scottsboro
  College of Education
    Ambra C Johnson
    Colby Caroline Nicholson
  College of Liberal Arts
    Amy J Larue
    Ben Scout Pierce
    Sarah E Rhodes
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    John Richard Nicholson, III
Jefferson
Adamsville
  **College of Architecture, Design and Construction**
  Tristan Jerrick Morgan
  Benjamin Eugene Sims
  **College of Human Sciences**
  Savanna L Pritchett
  **College of Sciences and Mathematics**
  Sarah A Wilson

Bessemer
  **College of Sciences and Mathematics**
  Valerie A Higgins

Birmingham
  **College of Architecture, Design and Construction**
  Cameron Elizabeth Acheson
  Peter Azzouni
  Chris Houston Blackwell
  Stephen B Perlis
  **College of Business**
  Alan C Bates
  Carrie M Harbison
  Rebecca Lee McKaskle
  Emily Anne Pitts
  Christopher Michael Presley
  Taylor Katherine Singletary
  Elizabeth C Stone
  Rachael D Warren
  **College of Education**
  Elizabeth Brown Baughman
  Dana B Freeman
  Melissa L Manly
  Jenna Elizabeth McCabe
  Katherine L Pegues
  Katherine C Rice
  Margaret Ann Woods
  **Samuel Ginn College of Engineering**
  Stephen D Evans
  Michael Ethan Friedman
  Robert H. Goodwin
  David S Graham
  Stuart Alan Jones
  Patrick C Mays
  Joshua Wade McClung
  Alexander P Nesmith
  Justin Henry Ovson
  Charles H Self
  Stuart Burton Stone
  **College of Human Sciences**
  Mary Ansley Gilbert
  Michelle Latham
  Rachel Brook Wells
  **College of Liberal Arts**
  Catherine T Anderton
  Kendall Wood Bruni
  John A Buck
  Matthew L Buttler
  Erin L Carroll
  James F Casey
  Holly Brigitte Cook
  Elizabeth LeighAnn Elmer
  Sydney Leigh Engelhardt
  Katherine M Haas
  Sarah S. Hazelrig
  Dana Michelle Jaffe
Sarah A Jones
Kristen N Latulipe
Elizabeth Thompson McCrary
James Tindall Meadows
Carolyn Jean McGahee
Elizabeth Lacey Moulton
Adam W Pittman
Mary K Pruitt
Caitlin J Sandley

School of Nursing
Julia S Garcia
Rachel A Lofton
Shelley G Salter

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Mitchell D Alvarez
Jackson Yates Girardeau
Benjamin W Hughey
Denise O Kelley
Alexander Weaver Knight

Fultondale
College of Liberal Arts
Jonathan D Roberts

Gardendale
College of Liberal Arts
Brittany Ann Hamby

Homewood
College of Agriculture
Sarah M Graham

College of Architecture, Design and Construction
Alan Quenelle

College of Education
Laura J Smith

Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
James E Dorough
Kaylor A McCain

College of Liberal Arts
Hallie Grey Johnston
Holly Ann Nixon
Jason Michael Ware

Hoover
College of Architecture, Design and Construction
Nickolas A Bishop

College of Business
Todd W Burleson
Tiffany Nicole Lee
College of Education
Meredith McKenzie Collins
Amanda M Cummings
Jennifer Falls
Meredith C Hart
Elizabeth Christine Landrum
Elaine Alexis Pasqualine
Lauren Brooke Shenefelt

Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Jeffrey M Badyrka
Jacob Thomas Mitchell
Brian L Stump
Michael Edgar Zabala

School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
Jordan A Gentry

College of Human Sciences
Leslie D Lawson
Ashley E Pendleton

College of Liberal Arts
Michele Carol Ankeny
Allison R Cleveland
Daniel A Gabis
Blaire Ross Gresham
Jahna Rae Hall
Jazmine N Maddox
Ashley M Stephens
Bradley H White
Christina Marie Zabala

School of Nursing
Jessica L Beattie
Leslie D Day
Ashley D Fore
Lea E Trimm

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Lauren E Davis
Lyndsey Franks
Kelly A Holcomb
Melissa D Joseph
Brandon E Leopard
Julie Kathleen Myers
Allison O'Brien
Meagan E Rockett
Corey E Self

Hueytown
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
James M Parsons

Irondale
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Devarus M May
College of Liberal Arts
Matthew Dalton Goodman

Leeds
College of Education
Rachel C Adams
College of Liberal Arts
Ryan C Adams

School of Nursing
Jennifer L Johnson

McCalla
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Derrick D Mendez

Morris
College of Liberal Arts
Haley E Pridmore

Mount Olive
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Shainur Ahsan

Mountain Brook
College of Architecture, Design and Construction
Marion O'Neal Crawford

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Allison A Mays

Pinson
College of Business
Danielle M Huguley
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
James Ryan Elliott

College of Liberal Arts
Audrey D Pannell

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Nathaniel Timothy Layfield

Pleasant Grove
College of Liberal Arts
Heather L Hutcheson

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Jordon M Higgins

Trussville
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Timothy Mark Georgeson

School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
Adam Cory Barbee

College of Liberal Arts
Haley Borders
Natalie Wanda Crowe
William S Looney

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Daniel William James
Sarah L Panos

Courtney Elizabeth Moore
Natalie Elizabeth Prewett
Vestavia Hills

**College of Agriculture**
Natalie Anne Craven

**College of Business**
John W Naramore

**College of Education**
Mallory L Appleton
Kimberly J Burrell

**Samuel Ginn College of Engineering**
David R Arendall
Alan Clark Dennis

**College of Liberal Arts**
Shaymon D Cain
Lindsay G Chapman
Laura E Crisler
Brandon J Demyan
Lauren Elinor Sakmar
Rosemary A Stafford
Lauren K Wright

**School of Nursing**
Michelle F Blackburn
Chelsea Elizabeth Boger
Brittney L Elliott

**College of Sciences and Mathematics**
Jeannette N Dooley
John N Hughey

Warrior

**College of Liberal Arts**
Emily M Herren

Lamar

Sulligent

**Samuel Ginn College of Engineering**
Josh A Knight

**College of Liberal Arts**
Linda D Dean

Vernon

**College of Business**
Nathan Daniel Oakes
Lauderdale
Florence
  College of Architecture, Design and Construction
    Tyler R Maloney
  College of Business
    Laura Ellen Lambert
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Evan J Everett
    Clinton Allen Patterson
    Michael Eric Taylor
  College of Human Sciences
    Lesley Anne Hames
    Anna M Mitchell
  College of Liberal Arts
    Morgan K Atkins
    Kristi Ann Broadfoot
    Ashley C Hollis
    Sarah M. Lovelace
    Matthew W Stanley
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Evan J Everett
    Erica L Hobbs
    Michael Eric Taylor

Lexington
  College of Agriculture
    Charles J Thompson
  College of Education
    Bridgett Deann Wilson
  College of Liberal Arts
    Haley Leigh Laurence

Rogersville
  College of Agriculture
    Leslie B Hooie
    Marlena Lynne Newton
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Jordan T Belue
  College of Liberal Arts
    Ashley N Doyle
Lee
Auburn

College of Agriculture
Sarah A Adams
Delaine Payne Borden
Richard Darrell Dean
Bethany B Heck
Paul Jason Rubinstein
Carolyn Hobbie Smith

College of Architecture, Design and Construction
Golpar Garmestani
Matthew Parker Greene
Justin Edward Smith
Nicholas Edward Wickensham
Jason David Wilson
Christine S Wu
Julie Francisco Young

College of Business
Brian Thomas Buning
Addison Ryan Colgrove
Michelle Leigh Deaton
Amberly Shea Flatt
Jessica Margaret Fortner
Emily Lynne Guthrie
Kelly L Long
Gerald S Marshall
Cayce L O'Neal
Bently Kathryn Phillips
Ruby Y Rumbley
John Christopher Selman
Burl Q Sumlin, III
Rachel Key Van Tuyl

College of Education
Emily Marie Brewer
Jenna Murie Cosgrove
Katherine Lacy Folmar
Corye Hutchinson
Heather Michelle Lewis
Courtney L Morris
Hannah Kathryn Paxton
Clay D Ritenbaugh
Margaret Johnson Saye
Maegan Chelsi Simmons
Heather Glenese Walker
Ann-Elizabeth Williams

Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Jafar Abbas Ali
Brandon Eric Clark
Robert J Edwards
Zachary Shane Gifford
Jordana C Girtten
Gabriel F Hein
Michael Patrick Herlihy
Randall Gray Mauldin
Celeste Devon Renoewick
Joshua W Ross
Katherine Elinor Simpson
Elizabeth G Stallings
Martina Svyantek
John Jacob Tatarchuk
Joshua Daniel Tatum
Mikkel Yuri Watts

School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
Michael Wayne Heatherly
Angelica Kim Kallenber

College of Human Sciences
Lauren Elisabeth Brabson
Jasmin Mahalee Felton
Elizabeth Geare
Julie Michelle Lank
College of Liberal Arts
Sarah A Adams
Yolexis Itanza Aldridge
Sarah M Anderson
Brittany Davis Ashley
Andrew R Beasley
Jason Matthew Blevins
Brian David Bradford
Carmen R Britton
Allison Marie Brown
Maren Susan Brown
Amanda P Carpenter
Kathryn Chandler
Lacey Cole
James L Compton
Britney S Cooper
Shannon Elizabeth Cooper
Regan D Couch
Sarah Katherine Culp
Isaac Harry David
Sara L Duffy
Amanda Kate Foran
Kristina Danielle Forte
Gretchen R Fuller
Jordana C Girten
Jacob James Guthrie
Jennifer Susanne Henderson
Patrick Stephen Holcomb
Katelin Jean Hollon
Kimberly M Hornsby
John Alexander Hosmer
Haley L Huff
Thomas P Huggins
Aaron Benjamin Hung
Katherine E Jahera
Jarett L Johnson

Shannon Nicole Jones
Shelecia N Jones
Timothy A Kerr
Trent A Kinnucan
Kaitlin B Knapp
Tawnysha Cherice Lynch
Jessica J Mays
John David Mitchell
Kristin Marie Mullins
Sherry Namburi
Nnamdi C Nnedu
Jesse Noe
Anna O'Reilly
Brian T Phelps
Haley M Pierce
Daniel J Pope
Elizabeth Denson Riedman
Lauren Elizabeth Roddy
Emily Kate Rubio
Bonnie Jean Shamp
Brianna M Shapiro
Giorgia L Shields
Alyssa Ann Smith
Jenny Cathryn Starkey
Jay Samuel Swamidass
Justin Lee Tadlock
Melissa Catherine Tran
Ashley Elizabeth Tunell
Brandon L Wentworth
Caroline Grace Wilkinson
Jennifer Marie Will
Amanda Lynn Williamson
John Matthew Wnek
Mary Elizabeth Wolfe

School of Nursing
Emily Laura Ausloos
Bradley Alan Hostetler
Abigail S Monday
Cynthia Carol Savrda
College of Sciences and Mathematics
Nadia Noshin Bhuiyan
Bo Young Choe
Terry B Clay
Jasmin Mahalee Felton
Chase William Gatlin
Nathan W Kraat
Tasnia Matin
Omar Abdel-Hamid Mazher
Kyle E Miller
Austin M Reece
Jill Katherine Rubley
Amy C Rutherford
Allan Michael Seibert
Robert L Smola,
Kimberly D Stanfield
Alex Clayton Tucker
Sophia Vainrub
Jessica Nicole Williams

Opelika
College of Agriculture
Loreal Mercile Brooks

College of Architecture, Design and Construction
Joshua Eric Coombs

College of Business
Mary Elizabeth Gafford
Hillary Anne Norrell
Mary Kathryn Whatley

College of Education
Patricia L Adams
Kristin Elise Horne
Meghan Michael Margeson
Jennifer Palmer

Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Aaron Wesley Folta
Bennett Davis Marshall
Rex H Newman
Christopher Jon Poe
Timothy M Sinnott

College of Human Sciences
Emily Grace Cordon

College of Liberal Arts
Loreal Mercile Brooks
Daniel S Cole
Natalie R Glynn
Thomas W Hall
John Robert Kelly
Jaakko W Kinnucan
Meghan Michael Margeson
Clifford S McCollum
Whitney Jo Morgan
Rebekah A Scoggins
Audrey A Taylor
Louisa N Thompson
Andrew Allen White

School of Nursing
Rachel Caroline Slay

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Shawn Michael Curtis

Salem
College of Education
Candice H Churchwell
College of Human Sciences
Ashlee Steen Myhres

College of Liberal Arts
Charles Edward Cresawn

Smiths
College of Education
Kathryn N Haywood

Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Samuel Deiter Keske

College of Liberal Arts
Mary K Brown
Martin H Drake

Waverly
School of Nursing
Anna Elizabeth Stubbs

Limestone
Athens
College of Business
Evan R Glaze

College of Education
Emily Dawn Cole

College of Liberal Arts
Adam Christopher
Caroline A Hirsch
Brookelyn Marbut Tribble

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Christopher Gene Kidd

Elkmont
College of Liberal Arts
Joseph Davis Anderson

Tanner
College of Liberal Arts
Ashley N Stewart
Macon
Notasulga
  College of Liberal Arts
    Wayne Davis
    Omen Daniel Quelvog
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Sara Joy Safavi
Shorter
  College of Liberal Arts
    Emily Faith Lazenby

Madison
Brownsboro
  College of Education
    Allyson G Mincher
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Weston R Smith
Hampton Cove
  College of Liberal Arts
    Sarah Robins McMurtrie
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Lauren Michelle Green
Harvest
  College of Business
    Dominique Nicole Neville
  College of Liberal Arts
    Kimberly D McCarter
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Lauren E Clark
    Phillip A Patterson
Huntsville
  College of Agriculture
    Robin K Pumphrey
  College of Architecture, Design and Construction
    Michael P Dowdy
    Edwin Chris Ethridge
  College of Business
    James Wade Honeycutt
    Trevor A Ogden
    Anna Elizabeth Olson
  College of Education
    Ashlyn K Freeman
    Tracy Sonya Hall
    Kathleen M Hanson
    William Horne Sterling
    Taylor C Uhrig
    Stuart A Ivey
    Carrie Lanier Smith
    Alison N Walker
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Samuel Ginn College of Engineering** | John E Gipson  
Jennifer M Grant  
Karen D Kirk  
Kevin Lackey  
Michael Lehofer-Chavez  
Kyle Steven McGraw  
Casey H Still  
Kelsi M Williams |
| **School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences** | Cassandra Lynn Satterfield  |
| **College of Human Sciences**          | Maria Lynn Demaioribus  
Stephanie A Qualls  
Laura Elizabeth Self  
Christine Lauren Mosley  
Kathryn A Odonnell  
Christopher Michael Pape  
Anna D Russell  
Martha K Schumann  
Chelsea Elizabeth Strickland  
Katherine Lee Taylor  
Paul McLaurin Woodfin, III |
| **College of Liberal Arts**            | Sara T Bradley  
Alaina Michelle Carson  
Patricia B Debow  
Matthew C Dischinger  
Karen Elizabeth Gathany  
Brent Edward Harrison  
Holly Hereth  
Kimberly A Kilgore  
Patrick Scott McCormick  
Kaitlen Elizabeth O'Reilly  
Brittany J Reese  
Taylor Grey Shoemaker |
| **School of Nursing**                  | Katie E Goode  
Caley A Goodman  
Kaitlen Elizabeth O'Reilly  
Rohan Harish Kambeyanda  
Patrick Kinnebrew  
Michelle E McCaul  
Matthew R McDonald  
Casey A Mitchell  
Randi M Prozan  
Christen Elizabeth Thigpen  
Jeremey B Walker  
Claire R Whitmore |
| **College of Sciences and Mathematics**| Lara E Adams  
Catherine P Bice  
Sarah Frances Boehme  
Joseph Raymond Chaffee  
Richard W Davis  
Jay R Epps  
Sarah Elisabeth Gibby  
Dominique A Hall  
Miller Dean Johnson  
Rohan Harish Kambeyanda  
Patrick Kinnebrew  
Michelle E McCaul  
Matthew R McDonald  
Casey A Mitchell  
Randi M Prozan  
Christen Elizabeth Thigpen  
Jeremey B Walker  
Claire R Whitmore |
| **Madison**                            | Kelly E Cobb  
Gregory Scott Thompson  
Emily K Vollers  
Katie E Goode  
Caley A Goodman  
Kaitlen Elizabeth O'Reilly  
Rohan Harish Kambeyanda  
Patrick Kinnebrew  
Michelle E McCaul  
Matthew R McDonald  
Casey A Mitchell  
Randi M Prozan  
Christen Elizabeth Thigpen  
Jeremey B Walker  
Claire R Whitmore |
College of Education
   Jeanne Rebecca Brackin
   Eric M Chandler
   Adam C Elder
   Kenneth Alan Jackson
   Katherine L Stamps

Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
   Thomas M Beard
   Haley Lauren Brooks
   James B Carruth
   Eric William Hildebrand
   James Matthew Holt
   Jayme M Howsman
   Konrads A Kalnajs

College of Liberal Arts
   Gillian Leigh Callahan
   Julie N Chamberlain
   Alyssa Andrea Ramos-Herrera
   Grace A Toles
   Elizabeth G Toney
   Katherine A Webb

School of Nursing
   Brittany Michelle Farris
   Sarah E Toles

College of Sciences and Mathematics
   Sarah K Gates
   Kathryn Leigh Heflin
   Jessica Danielle Sherrill
   Demetrius Stanton
   Heather D VanHooser

New Market
   Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
   David L Speck
   College of Liberal Arts
   Samantha K Nicolle

Owens Cross Roads
   College of Architecture, Design and Construction
   Jonathan F Mayhall
   College of Sciences and Mathematics
   Carl K Okerberg
   Holly Amanda Smith

Toney
   College of Education
   Colbi Layne Williams
Marengo
Demopolis
  College of Business
    Clarke Lewis Kerby

Marion
Guin
  College of Liberal Arts
    Kacy Ann Schmidt

Marshall
Albertville
  College of Education
    Christina B Nolan
  College of Human Sciences
    Jessica E Davis
  College of Liberal Arts
    Mallory A Bishop
Arab
  College of Liberal Arts
    Brittani Jacqueline Berbette
    Jennifer Rose Dumas
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Michael S Dumas
Boaz
  College of Agriculture
    Caitlin Rebecca O'Neal
  College of Business
    Karen Lynn Stanfield
  College of Liberal Arts
    Tracey Danielle Strange
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Haley Cathryn Astin
Grant
  College of Education
    Doris Ruth Giles
Guntersville
  College of Architecture, Design and Construction
    Kendall Leigh Pitts
  College of Education
    William L Brazelton
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Joseph R Bryant
    Laura Ellen Kelley
College of Liberal Arts
   Lydia Mae Atkins
   Andrea M Carboni
   James W Porter

Union Grove
   School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
   Amber Christine Dunn

Mobile
   Bayou Labatre
   College of Liberal Arts
      Renee' Elizabeth Robertson

Coden
   College of Sciences and Mathematics
      William Maurin Perez

Dauphin Island
   Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
      Kathleen E Walker

Grand Bay
   College of Education
      Lauren E Culp

Mobile
   College of Architecture, Design and Construction
      Edward Gibson Bowron
      Nancy Davis Bridges
      Karen E Lord
      Joseph R Vinson

College of Business
   Brandon F Bodie
   Denetra Nicole Hartzog

College of Education
   Lindsay M Cooper
   Bryn K Culpepper
   Michelle A Mazza
   Emily G Mitchell
   Courtney E Nims
   Katie A Stringfellow
   Allison Patricia Taul

Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
   John B Betbeze
   John Randall Frost
   Sandy J Godwin
   David P Roe

College of Human Sciences
   Katie E Brunson
   Taylor B Jordan
   Emily Sedin Naman
College of Liberal Arts
Frances E Amos
Bridget Michelle Baker
Mallory L Boykin
Amanda K Brock
Dorie R Chassin
Jean E Damrich
Christin D Eubanks
Andrew C Fletcher
Claire Chapin Gewin
Hillary Brooke Hanson
Katrina Nicole Herrera
Emily Margaret Lyden
Ryan Michael McMillan
Hillary D Nenstiel
Anna C Scott
Susan Swift Shields
Griffin H Shreves
Michael J Smith
James Naylor VanCleave
School of Nursing
Jillian L Fletcher
Sarah E Rehm
Erin Brooke Walters
College of Sciences and Mathematics
Robert Andrew Campbell
Elizabeth C Donahue
Matthew Cole Elliott
Cullen W Johnson
Joshua E Miller
Christopher Marc Richardson
Jordan Scott Schneider
John R Warner
Patricia A Weems
Saraland
College of Architecture, Design and Construction
Daniel James Beeker
College of Liberal Arts
Robin Melissa Raines
Satsuma
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Brandon Scott Yarborough
College of Liberal Arts
Alison E Norwood
College of Sciences and Mathematics
Brian Anthony Bolerjack
Semmes
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Jenna C Bedsole
Theodore
College of Liberal Arts
Kelly Lynn Bolerjack
Monroe
Excel
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Bruce Robert Shue
Frisco City
  College of Liberal Arts
    Julie A McCullough
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Starla K Gibson
Monroeville
  College of Liberal Arts
    Allison Marie Lloyd
Peterman
  College of Liberal Arts
    Rachel E Tatum

Montgomery
Mathews
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Khayla L Payton
Montgomery
  College of Agriculture
    Talia R Gillespie
    Martin Dunbar Smith
  College of Architecture, Design and Construction
    Thomas James Carroll
    Richard W Jones
  College of Business
    James P Weatherly
  College of Education
    Andrew F Barranco
    Sarah A Byrd
    Mallory J Cadrette
    Kathryn Gilbert Mangum
    Morgan M Taylor
    Mary Elizabeth Ward
    Cameron R Wolf
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    John P Bailey
    Eric A Bertolotti
    Laura E Clenney
    Paul Andrew Hutchinson
    Sarah F Perkins
    Gary Allen Porter
    George J Starr
    Ashley N Toellner
    Christopher J Ward
    Jong Ha Youn
  College of Human Sciences
    Lindsey Rebekah Buchanan
    Christy Rae Mikels
College of Liberal Arts
  Michael Lawerance Brake  Franklin R Johnson
  Lisa L Bright  Whitney R Jones
  Joshlyn Rebecca Bush  Amanda Marie Jurls
  Dorothy E Camp  Lawanda Elizabeth McCants
  Allison Elisabeth Conn  Laura Ashley Price
  Carol M Cox  Jessica Lynn Regan
  Brandon JeRoy Dean  Mary Frances Ressler
  Rachel A Gordon  Ashley Coral Schaid
  Amy L Grant  Ann Elizabeth Thames
  Eva C Harmon

School of Nursing
  Emily C Harmon
  Amber L Miaoulis
  Beth Patricia Nuckolls
  Katie Jill Sanderson

College of Sciences and Mathematics
  Rory D Applegate  Walter Tyson Parker
  Hillary E Brown  David P Shelley
  Brian C Head  Jeffrey Albert Shelley, Jr
  Min-kyung Kim  George J Starr

Pike Road
  College of Architecture, Design and Construction
    John D Burleson
  College of Education
    Lauren Allyce Vercelli
  College of Liberal Arts
    Jacob Andrew Cook
    Laura C Glassford
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Kinley Danae Beck
    Emily M Bullington
    Perry Oliver Hooper
Morgan
Decatur

College of Architecture, Design and Construction
  Michael A Claborn
  Sarah Chambers Hollerman

College of Business
  Katherine Morris Pettey

College of Education
  Jessica Cecile Barbrey
  Angela M Mustain

Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
  Andrew C Lawton

College of Liberal Arts
  Steven Blake Harris
  Olivia Michelle Klein
  Christen Blair Newsom
  Shilpa Bachu Patel

  Elizabeth Ellen Roche
  Tina Lashae Ryan
  Jonathan Paul Topliss
  Elizabeth Jane Williamson

School of Nursing
  Whitney M Gibbs

College of Sciences and Mathematics
  Kyle Bradley Fraser
  Adam S Woodson

Hartselle

College of Education
  Rachel K Sparkman

College of Liberal Arts
  Joshua E Bartlett

School of Nursing
  Tiffany D Harris

College of Sciences and Mathematics
  Teresa D Kilborn

Laceys Spring

College of Liberal Arts
  Daniel Earl Bradford

Somerville

College of Liberal Arts
  Maegan E McLemore
**Pickens**
Aliceville  
College of Education  
Maria E Powell

Reform  
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering  
Danny Joe Bradford

**Pike**
Troy  
College of Sciences and Mathematics  
Dustin Randall Kimbrow

**Randolph**
Graham  
College of Agriculture  
Kimberly Hope Triplett

Roanoke  
College of Business  
Patrick G Awbrey  
Jonathan E Manning  
Benjamin M Treadwell

Wadley  
College of Liberal Arts  
Julie C Clark

Wedowee  
College of Agriculture  
Toni L Deason

**Russell**
Phenix City  
College of Liberal Arts  
Benjamin Harris Carter  
Nathaniel J Heald

College of Sciences and Mathematics  
Yashira Lynnette Del Toro  
Brandon Kyle Tate

Pittsview  
College of Agriculture  
Samantha J Wright
St. Clair
Moody
  College of Architecture, Design and Construction
    Brett Randall Jones
Odenville
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Charles Andrew Mullins
Pell City
  College of Agriculture
    Shelby E Agnew
  College of Liberal Arts
    Laura J Phillips
Springville
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Justin R Goggins
  School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
    Josh David Guthrie
  College of Liberal Arts
    Sarah E Gilbert
    Michael T Palmer

Shelby
Alabaster
  College of Education
    Kathryn Danielle Letcher
  College of Liberal Arts
    Lisa W Simmons
    Kelley M Wockenfuss
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Frederick A Kebbel

Birmingham
  College of Agriculture
    Tiffany A Cable
  College of Architecture, Design and Construction
    David M Glasscock
  College of Business
    Kathryn A Adams
    Jennifer L Boutwell
    James B Gibson
    Austin Taylor Greenwalt
    Susan M McClurkin
    Nicole Elizabeth Reitz
  College of Education
    Adam E Powell
    Cambre M Prater
    Amy N Whitcomb
    Jamie M Williams
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Brandon L Eidson
Mark T Fleming
Joseph E Gibson
John T McIntosh
Stephen C Potts
Amar Tiwari

School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
William Bennett Whitaker

College of Human Sciences
Adam J Bennett
Kelly Marie Brotherton

College of Liberal Arts
Bradford Donald Acton
Austin A Averitt
Whitney B Bankhead
Laurel Dawn Berryhill
Alan M Brazzell
Peyton Noelle Cook
Kathryn Ann Donaldson
Meredith Dowd
Bradley C Frye
Amanda L Hale
Elizabeth Amanda Herndon
Hunter Neal Hodges
Jordan L Huff
Casey Williams Lovoy
Mary K Martin
Angela Marie Nardecchia
Katherine D Norton
Kylee M Patrick
Donna Kathryn Saunders
Sarah Teague
Aaron C Thomas
Christopher R Thompson
Zachary Davis Trotter
Wesley Alan Tuggle
Allison L Whitworth
Lane Marie Wilkerson
Sydney Clare Woods
Stan Yam

School of Nursing
Laura A Morris
Clare E Palmer

College of Sciences and Mathematics
Jacob D Daughhetee
John E Obert
Jeremy H Hall
Michael C West
Macy Johnson
Janet L Wilkerson
Clayton Hughes McEntire
Russell T Wise
Erin J Mills

Chelsea

College of Agriculture
Clarence C Craft

Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
Kyle B Taylor

College of Liberal Arts
Michael E Stowell

School of Nursing
Mary L Norton

Columbiana

School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences
J Matthew Palmer
Harpersville
  College of Architecture, Design and Construction
    Jeffrey W Jantz
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Brandon Ray Johnson

Helena
  College of Architecture, Design and Construction
    Candace M Rimes
  College of Education
    Lindsay N Bailey
  College of Liberal Arts
    Evan Blake Hicks
    Elizabeth L McCallen
    Neal E Wagner

Indian Springs
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Jeremy Thomas Gaskins

Maylene
  College of Education
    Brigette Rashelle Marsden
  College of Human Sciences
    Natalie Worthy

Montevallo
  College of Liberal Arts
    Ellen C Thomas
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Janelle F Trosclair

Pelham
  College of Education
    Catherine A Foster
    Jessica Taylor Haley
    Lydia M Jost
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Wesley O Bullock
  College of Human Sciences
    Jessica N Emmons

School of Nursing
  Alicia Ann Herges
  Laura Elizabeth Stephens
College of Sciences and Mathematics
   Michael A Carlisle
   Drew M Humphries
   Lauren E Lewis
   April Nicole Sheppard
Sterrett
College of Sciences and Mathematics
   Benjamin E Samuelson
Wilsonville
College of Education
   Danielle Vae Diehl
College of Sciences and Mathematics
   Richard T Ketcham

Talladega
Sylacauga
College of Education
   Rebecca L Bolton
   Leah B Smith
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
   James A D'Amore
School of Nursing
   Kristen A McDaniel
College of Sciences and Mathematics
   Jennifer Renee Peeples
Talladega
College of Business
   Cody J Fincher
   William Kevin Smith
Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
   Allen Gray Mcmillan, IV
College of Liberal Arts
   Amy Willoughby Gordon
   Jana S Pressley
**Tallapoosa**

Alex City
- **College of Sciences and Mathematics**
  - David McNease George

Alexander City
- **College of Agriculture**
  - Lyndsey Ann Jackson
- **College of Architecture, Design and Construction**
  - Bradley Edward Moncrief
- **Samuel Ginn College of Engineering**
  - Jessica Alyse Dewberry
- **College of Human Sciences**
  - Frances America Bishop
- **College of Liberal Arts**
  - Kate E Welch

Dadeville
- **College of Education**
  - Charalain Machelle Kipker
- **College of Liberal Arts**
  - Adrianne Trucole Russell
  - Lindsey Ryan Wallace

Jacksons Gap
- **Samuel Ginn College of Engineering**
  - James B Funderburk
- **College of Liberal Arts**
  - Casey Olivia Lowe

**Tuscaloosa**

Fosters
- **College of Business**
  - Alvonice L Spencer

Northport
- **College of Business**
  - Charlsie E Pannell
- **College of Liberal Arts**
  - Edith Irone Barrineau

Tuscaloosa
- **College of Education**
  - Morgan Michelle Montgomery
- **Samuel Ginn College of Engineering**
  - Jason K Franklin
- **College of Liberal Arts**
  - Katherine Lazenby Harris
  - Anna L Lucy
  - John Martin Montgomery
  - Kelsey Anne Premo
Walker
Dora
  College of Business
    Matthew James Robbins

Jasper
  College of Liberal Arts
    Stephen Trey Laird
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Amber M Harris

Townley
  College of Agriculture
    Adam Wesley Cooner

Washington
Chatom
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Joshua Roy Jacobs
  College of Sciences and Mathematics
    Hannah Kimberly Hubbard

Mc Intosh
  College of Liberal Arts
    Caitlin G Daugherty

Wilcox
Camden
  College of Agriculture
    Victoria L Collins
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Robert W Bledsoe
  College of Liberal Arts
    Lauren R Bell
    Lauren Jill Bledsoe

Catherine
  Samuel Ginn College of Engineering
    Lillian Charlet Boykin

Winston
Haleyville
  College of Liberal Arts
    Jeremy Wayne Albright
    Ellisha Morgan Hill